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AL-MUNTAZIR HOSTS A MoEVT-MINISTERIAL
CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
WORKSHOP

A mutual relation and co-operation between the government department and the
private sector will always remain fundamental in order to foster positive
socio-economic, cultural and technological development.
On the 2nd November 2017, Al-Muntazir Seminary hosted a national educational
workshop organized by the Ministry of Education and Vocational Training
(MoEVT) and sponsored by HakiElimu, Tusome Pamoja both being local
non-profit organizations and EQUIP-Tanzania an English organization.
The target group for the workshop was the Ward Educational Officers (WEOs)
and the main theme was Position of WEO in the New SQAF Model about 60
attended the workshop

The CEO of Al Muntazir schools Mr Ladak (middle) signing the attendance book

The training commenced at 0900hrs and covered some individual and group presentations, detailed discussions and
questions and answers (Q&A). In focus was the need to offer professional development training for capacity building
for the WEOs in order to empower the same.

As the host, the CEO of Al Muntazir schools Mr Ladak (left) and the Deputy Principal administration Mr Robert Mabula giving a
word to the workshop attendants.

ALMIS Representation in the Workshop
Two teachers from Al Muntazir participated. Mr Mlelema was the school representative while Mr Mhanuka Reuben
represented the board of editors of the school.

Mr Mhanuka Reuben-second left- an ALMIS teacher highlighting a point during group discussion, Mr Mlelema –first right keenly
following-up the discussion

Opinion
When asked as to what should be done to keep CPD sustainable, most of the participants had the opinion that CPD
be institutionalized

Mr Sanga from PO-RALG-Dodoma one of the individuals who think that CPD would do much better if institutionalized.

Health Break
During the break the WEOs and Other government officials had time to walk around the school to see our places and
most of them appreciated the standards of our school infrastructure and thought it’s a world class school.

The government officials got time to visit our classrooms. One of them exchanging a word with ALMIS form 4 boys.

Led by the CEO, the officials seem enjoying
walking around in the seminary boys-wing

Visitors visit our science labs
Science labs are crucial for scientific
research as most of the experiments are
carried on in labs.

The CEO Mr Ladak highlighting a point to the
visitors in one of the ALMIS labs

